Installation of a new tamiseur for performant sieving.
Our Year 2017 is ending with the construction of a new sieving
tower in our manufacturing site of Bordeaux (France). Thanks to
this new tamiseur (ROTEX), we will be able to sieve granulated
sugars into calibrated sugars and provide to our customers the
exact size of crystal sugars they are looking for, with a small
coefficient of variation. Indeed, our sieve screens can be
changed quickly: it gives to this new tool a huge flexibility.
Installation of an automated autoloader every bag by bag for Export
In December 2017, we will install an automated autoloader to load 20’containers to export sugars to other countries in Europe and all over the
world. We are able to pack in 25 kg and 1 kg in plastic bags (polyethylene).
They are very resistant to temperature changes and wet atmosphere.
Moreover, these bags are easy to open. You don’t need a sharp object to
cut the bag or the sewing thread ! The automated autoloader is our new
mean to export calibrated size sugars all over the world.
Re-processing of non-fluiding cane sugars (clumped sugars)
Our year 2017 is also ending with the installation of a lump crusher in our unrefined
sugar handling.
Indeed, the imported sugars often arrive in Europe in hard blocks. Thanks to the lump
crusher, we will be able to reprocess this sugar unfit for use. Following on from our
FSSC22000 system, the sugar is then going through magnets and a metal detector on
the production line in order to be fit for the consumption. As far as the sugar get its
fluidity back, we can pack it in 1 kg, 2 kg and 5 kg bags (the three sizes of our retail
range) in 20 kg, 25 kg, 50 kg, 1 MT and even in bulk tank !
Creation in 2017 of an Innovation Department – “SolutionInnovation”
This Department was founded in 2016. Its mission in our company is to answer to all the
expectations of our customers related to « special and rare » sugars as well as sweeteners. Our
goal is to become the Specialist Sugars in Europe finding the sugar the most appropriated to the
customer uses and needs in terms of taste, texture, sustainable production, manufacture
requirements, etc…

Launch of a Doypack® range
In 2018, we will launch a new range of
rare sugars, packed in 1 kg
Doypack®with a window on the bag
where you can see the sugar in
transparency. Packing will be done in
our factory in Bordeaux (France).

